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I promised myself I’d never again write one of these posts about an actress in a
commercial. No more Progressive Flo (who is now starting to seem strangely
hot), no more Ms. Machado from Rosetta Stone. Nope. I was going to write
smart, tough, think pieces on world events. Let’s face it though, the
commercials are the best part of television these days. You can only watch so
many people run into giant foam pads and you’ll go crazy watching Michael
Jackson biographies. The material between the shows is far more entertaining.

This week alone, Scientology made me want to go meet women and the
Orphan ad campaign told me that its okay to adopt effed up horror movie
kids. Then there was the Palm Pre series of spots. These ads just boggle the
mind. In them, actress Tamara Hope unleashes a stream of ethereal
consciousness that makes…well, it doesn’t make anything. We see
the vaguely dressed from the sloping shoulders up Tamara discussing

something while standing on what might be a sit-and-spin. She’s demonstating the mapping
application on the Pre and muttering “bing, bing, bing.” In another of the ads our
heroine/heroin discusses a juggler with lots of balls and how her phone also helps
with lots of balls. After watching these spots, I wasn’t exactly repulsed. My only
thought was that the sexless folks at Palm decided to use a sexless woman to sell
their soulless phone. They could have probably gotten the Old Navy Mannequins
cheaper, but having a semi-living woman sell product is probably better than
plastic people.

In the name of science and all things cultural, I decided to watch the ads as
objectively as possible. After consuming a bottle of Malibu, I sat down and
waited for the ubiquitous commercials to appear. Sure enough,  after a while,
there was Tamara Hope, talking about “bing, bing, bing.” When drunk, the Pre
woman makes sense. In fact lots of things do. The blog really does write itself
after that. Heck, I don’t even care about the commercials at this point.
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